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Non-local theories of gravity have recently gained a lot of interest because they can suitably
represent the behavior of gravitational interaction in the ultraviolet regime. Furthermore, at infrared
scales, they give rise to notable cosmological effects which could be important to describe the dark
energy behavior. In particular, exponential forms of the distortion function seem particularly useful
for this purpose. Using Noether Symmetries, it can be shown that the only non-trivial form of
the distortion function is the exponential one, which is working not only for cosmological mini-
superspaces, but also in a spherically symmetric spacetime. Taking this result into account, we
study the weak field approximation of this type of non-local gravity, and comparing with the orbits
of S2 star around the Galactic center (NTT/VLT data), we set constraints on the parameters of
the theory. Non-local effects do not play a significant role on the orbits of S2 stars around Sgr A*,
but give richer phenomenology at cosmological scales than the ΛCDM model. Also, we show that
non-local gravity model gives better agreement between theory and astronomical observations than
Keplerian orbits.

PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd, 04.25.Nx, 04.40.Nr

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that General Relativity (GR),
together with the associated concordance model in cos-
mology, ΛCDM, are the most successful explanations for
gravitational and cosmological effects in the Universe.
They have both passed the observational tests with fly-
ing colors. Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation,
supernovae type Ia, large scale structures, as well as So-
lar System experiments and galactic rotation curves are
some of these tests. However, the inability to find a con-
vincing explanation for the accelerated expansion of the
Universe, the huge discrepancy between the theoretical
and observed values of the cosmological constant at early
and late times, the fact that no particle candidate for
dark matter has been observed at fundamental scales,
together with the failure to confirm the existence of su-
persymmetry at TeV scales, led the scientists to pursue
alternative explanations for the gravitational interaction.

The list of modifications is huge; from adding new
fields, e.g. scalar-tensor, galileons, Kinetic Grav-
ity Braiding (KGB), quintessence, Tensor-vector-scalar
gravity (TeVeS), massive gravity, bi-gravity and more, to
higher-order theories, e.g. f(R), f(G), conformal gravity,
to higher dimensional theories, e.g. Kaluza-Klein, Dvali-
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Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP), Randal-Sundrum, as well as
to emergent approaches, such as Causal Dynamical Tri-
angulation (CDT) or entropic gravity. For more details,
the interested reader is refereed to the exhausting litera-
ture [1–5].

Among all the above, more than a decade ago, a non-
local modification at infrared scales was proposed [6] to
explain the late-time acceleration of the universe. Non-
localities usually appear naturally in quantum loop cor-
rections, as well as when one considers the effective action
approach to sting/M-theory. It has also been proposed
[7, 8] that such terms could be considered as solution to
the black hole information paradox.

During this decade many attempts have been done in
the literature to study non-localities in various contexts
[9–15]. Bouncing solutions in the string theory frame-
work are discussed in [16], while in [17] they present
phantom dark energy solutions to explain the accelerated
expansion of the Universe. Non-Gaussianities during in-
flation are studied in [18]. Apart from the ultraviolet
scales, a lot of progress has been done in the infrared
scales too. Unification of inflation with late-time accel-
eration, as well as, the dynamics of a local form of the
theory have been studied in [19, 20]. In [21], they prove
that non-local gravities are ghost-free and stable and that
they do not alter the predictions of GR for gravitation-
ally bound systems. Last but not least, in [22], they try
to fix the functional form of the distortion function, while
in [23, 24] they study the dynamics of the theory and its

http://arxiv.org/abs/1812.09289v2
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Newtonian limit. For a detailed review on the topic, we
refer to [25].

In parallel, symmetries always played a significant role
in field theories. It would be thus very desired, if not
necessary, if any new proposed theory is invariant under
specific transformations. It has been proposed [26–30],
that the Noether Symmetry Approach could be used as
a selective criterion for gravitational models that are in-
variant under point transformations. It has been success-
fully studied in the literature numerous times [31–40]. It
turns out that, apart from selecting theories of gravity,
Noether symmetries of dynamical systems can help us
calculate the invariant functions and use them to reduce
the dynamics of the system and find analytical solutions.

In this paper, we consider the non-local theory pro-
posed by Deser and Woodard but in its local represen-
tation. We apply the Noether Symmetry Approach in
a spherically symmetric spacetime and find those func-
tional forms of the distortion function, that keep the
point-like Lagrangian invariant. Similar analysis in the
cosmological minisuperspace [31] has shown that the only
possible forms are the linear and the exponential ones.
The results included here are in complete agreement with
those in cosmology. The linear form has been suggested
[41] to cure the unboundedness of the Euclidean gravity
action, while the exponential [5] to explain the late-time
acceleration, to unify the inflation era with the current
one and more. However, up to now, they were both cho-
sen by hand to explain phenomenology, while in [31] and
also here, the form of the non-local modification is chosen
from first principles, that is the existence of the Noether
symmetry.

Furthermore, we find the weak field limit of the the-
ory with the exponential coupling and we also calculate
the Post-Newtonian (PN) terms up to g00 ∼ O(6). The
local representation of this non-local model can be for-
mulated as a biscalar-tensor theory. However, one of the
two scalar fields is not dynamical. In the PN analysis,
two new length scales arise, however, only one of them is
physical; the other one belongs to the auxiliary degree of
freedom introduced to localize the original action.

Finally, we consider the orbits of S2 star around the
Galactic center and, by comparing the PN terms of our
theory with observations, we are able to set some bounds
on the above dynamical length scale. S-stars are the
bright stars which move around the centre of our Galaxy
[42–52] where the compact radio source Sagittarius A*
(or Sgr A*) is located. For one of them, called S2, a
deviation from its Keplerian orbit was observed [48–53],
but the community debates to integrate its motion in the
framework of GR.

Obviously, the non-localities are not expected to con-
tribute significantly at astrophysical and galactic scales,
because otherwise they would have been observed. How-
ever, what we see is that our approach is consistent with
the orbits of S2 star around Sgr A* and thus we extend
its range of validity, which up to now was only at cosmo-
logical scales, to the astrophysical ones too.

The present paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II
we sketch the theory of non-local gravity and it biscalar-
tensor representation. In Sec. III we apply the Noether
Symmetry Approach in a spherically symmetric space-
time and we find those theories that are invariant un-
der point transformations. In Sec. IV we derive weak
field limit of the exponential coupling, as well as Post-
Newtonian corrections. In Sec. V we describe the simu-
lations of stellar orbits in the gravitational potential and
the fitting procedure. An extended discussion about our
results, together with future perspectives are presented
in Sec. VI. We draw conclusions in Sec. VII.

II. NON-LOCAL GRAVITY

It has been more than a decade that Deser and
Woodard [6] proposed a non-local modification of the
Einstein-Hilbert action, which has the following form

S =
1

2κ2

∫

d4x
√−g

[

R
(

1 + f(�−1R)
)]

, (1)

where R is the Ricci scalar and f(�−1R) is an arbitrary
function, called distortion function, of the non-local term
�−1R, which is explicitly given by the retarder Green’s
function

G[f ](x) = (�−1f)(x) =

∫

d4x′
√

−g(x′)f(x′)G(x, x′) .

(2)
Setting f(�−1R) = 0, the above action is equivalent to
the Einstein-Hilbert one. The non-locality is introduced
by the inverse of the d’Alembert operator.
A local representation of (1) has been proposed in [20];

they introduce two auxiliary scalar fields φ and ξ and they
rewrite the action (1) as

S =
1

2κ2

∫

d4x
√−g [R (1 + f(φ)) + ξ (�φ−R)]

=
1

2κ2

∫

d4x
√−g [R (1 + f(φ)− ξ)−∇αξ∇αφ] ,

(3)

where we just integrated out a total derivative. By vary-
ing the action with respect to ξ and φ respectively, we
get

�φ = R ⇒ φ = �−1R , (4)

�ξ = −R
df

dφ
, (5)

where the equation (4) is just a constraint to recover (1),
but the equation (5) is a non-trivial dynamical equation
for ξ. Moreover, variation of the action (3) with respect
to the metric yields,

(

1 + f(φ)− ξ
)

Gµν +
1

2
gµν∇αξ∇αφ =

=κ2TM
µν +∇µξ∇νφ+ (∇µ∇ν − gµν�) (f(φ)− ξ) . (6)
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Another interesting equation is the trace of (6) which,
after the use of (4),(5), reads

(1 + f(φ)− ξ − 6f ′(φ))R =

= −κ2TM +∇αξ∇αφ+ 3f ′′(φ)∇αφ∇αφ . (7)

In the next section, we will use the Noether Symmetry
Approach to select the form of the theory, i.e. the distor-
tion function, in order for it to be invariant under point
transformations. As we will see only the linear and the
exponential forms will survive; the only ones that were
interesting in the literature up to now.

III. NOETHER SYMMETRIES IN NON-LOCAL

GRAVITY

Noether symmetries of second order differential equa-
tions can be connected to the collinations of the under-
lying manifold where the motion occurs. Thus, they can
be used as a geometric criterion to determine the symme-
tries of dynamical systems, find the associated invariant
functions and use them to reduce the dynamics of the
system in order to find exact solutions.
The Noether Symmetry Approach [26] has been exten-

sively used in the literature to study the symmetries of
several modified theories of gravity. The method goes as
follows: we select a symmetry for the background space-
time which, in our case, is spherically symmetric. The
metric is given by the following line element

ds2 = eν(t,r)dt2 − eλ(t,r)dr2 − r2dΩ2 , (8)

where ν(t, r) and λ(t, r) are two arbitrary function which
depend both on time t and the radial coordinate r, since
we do not know a priori if Birkhoff’s theorem holds in
non-local gravity.
Then, we substitute the metric (8) into the Lagrangian

density (3) and after integrating out all the total deriva-
tive terms, we obtain the point-like Lagrangian which,
here, reads

L =e−
1

2
(λ+ν)

(

− eνr2νrφrf
′(φ) + eλr2λtφtf

′(φ)−

− 2eνf(φ)
(

eλ + rλr − 1
)

− 2eλ+ν + 2eν + eνr2ξrφr+

+ eνr2νrξr − eλr2ξtφt − eλr2λtξt+

+ 2eνξ
(

eλ + rλr − 1
)

− 2eνrλr

)

, (9)

where the subscript denotes differentiation with respect
to the variable.
The Noether vector, or else the generator of the point

transformations, takes the form

X =ξt(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂t + ξr(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂r+

+ ην(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂ν + ηλ(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂λ+

+ ηφ(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂φ + ηξ(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ)∂ξ . (10)

and in order for the dynamical system described by (9)
to have symmetries the following condition [29] has to be
satisfied

X [1]L+ L
(

dξt

dt
+

dξr

dr

)

=
dht

dt
+

dhr

dr
, (11)

where ht and hr are two arbitrary functions depending on
(t, r, ν, λ, φ, ξ). Expanding the above condition, we find a
system of 75 equations with 9 unknown variables, i.e. 6
coefficients of the Noether vector {ξt, ξr, ην , ηλ, ηφ, ηξ},
2 unknown functions in the right hand side of (11),
{ht, hr} and the form of the distortion function f(φ).
Solving the system we find two possible models that are
invariant under point transformations, that is

f(φ) = c4 + c3φ, and f(φ) = c4 +
c5
c1
ec1φ . (12)

Their symmetries are given by the following vectors re-
spectively

X =
(

c1t+ ξt(r)
)

∂t − 2c1∂ν + (c2 + 2c1) ∂φ+

+ (c3(c2 + 2c1)) ∂ξ , (13)

X =
(

c2t+ ξt(r)
)

∂t −
c3
2
r∂r − (2c2 + c3) ∂ν + c1c3∂φ+

+ (c3(ξ − c4 − 1)) ∂ξ, (14)

and in both cases, the functions in the right hand side
of (11) are arbitrary functions of (t, r). The associated
invariant function of each symmetry is given by

I =
(

ξt + ξr
)

(

q̇i
∂L
∂q̇i

− L
)

− ηi
∂L
∂qi

+ ht + hr , (15)

where q are the variables of the configuration space,
which, in our case, is Q = {ν, λ, φ, ξ}.
For the sake of completeness we have to say that, from

the Noether vectors (13) and (14), one can construct the
following Lagrange system

dt

ξt
=

dr

ξr
=

dν

ην
=

dλ

ηλ
=

dφ

ηφ
=

dξ

ηξ
, (16)

solve for each variable and find the so-called 0th order in-
variants. Substituting these in the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions given by (9), one can reduce the dynamics of the
system and find exact spherically symmetric solutions.
However, the point of this paper is to use the above forms
of the distortion function and to study its weak field limit.
This is what we are going to do in the following section.

IV. WEAK FIELD APPROXIMATION

We consider the exponential form for the distortion
function, given by (12), and we derive the non-local
gravity potential in the weak field limit to test the or-
bit of the S2 star against it. Then, we compare the
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results with the set of S2 star orbit observations ob-
tained by New Technology Telescope/Very Large Tele-
scope (NTT/VLT). This study is a continuation of our
previous studies where we considered various gravity
models [54–62].
It is well known from GR that, in order to recover the

Newtonian potential for time-like particles [71] we have
to expand the g00 component of the metric to Φ ∼ υ2 ∼
O(2), where Φ is the Newtonian potential and υ is the
3-velocity of a fluid element. If we want to study the PN
limit we have to expand the components of the metric as

g00 ∼ O(6) , g0i ∼ O(5) and gij ∼ O(4) . (17)

Obviously, for the lowest order of the PN approximation
we do not have to go up to O(6). However, as we would
expect, two new length scales arise, which are related
to the scalar degrees of freedom and thus we have to
compute higher order corrections.
We want to study the behavior of the gravitational field

generated by a point-like source and we consider that the
metric is static and spherically symmetric. Before pro-
ceeding, it is worth to make the following comment; even
though in principle, we do not expect that Birkhoff’s the-
orem is valid in non-local gravity, and that is the reason
why, in order to derive the Noether symmetries, we con-
sidered a time-dependent line element, it is reasonable to
believe that, as a first approximation in weak-field grav-
ity, a static and spherically symmetric metric works as
well. With this position, the metric assumes the form

ds2 = A(r)dt2 −B(r)dr2 − r2dΩ2 . (18)

Although, we could take as fact that B(r) = 1/A(r), in
alternative theories of gravity, this cannot be chosen a

priori, since the existence of such solutions is not neces-
sary.

Obviously, since the metric (18) depends only on the
radial coordinate, the scalar fields inherit the isometries
of the metric and thus we have φ = φ(r) and ξ = ξ(r).
The expansion of the metric components, as well as the
scalar fields, read

A(r) = 1 +
1

c2
Φ(r)(2) +

1

c4
Φ(r)(4) +

1

c6
Φ(r)(6) +O(8) ,

(19a)

B(r) = 1 +
1

c2
Ψ(r)(2) +

1

c4
Ψ(r)(4) +O(6) , (19b)

φ(r) = φ0 +
1

c2
φ(r)(2) +

1

c4
φ(r)(4) +

1

c6
φ(r)(6) +O(8) ,

(19c)

ξ(r) = ξ0 +
1

c2
ξ(r)(2) +

1

c4
ξ(r)(4) +

1

c6
ξ(r)(6) +O(8) ,

(19d)

where φ0 and ξ0 are the constant background values of
each field [72].

If we substitute the exponential form (12) for f(φ), i.e.
f = 1 + eφ [73], we get the following four equations: the
00− and 11− components of (6) and the two equations
of the two scalar fields, (4) and (5) respectively

2B2
(

−ξ + eφ + 2
)

+ rB′
(

−2ξ − rξ′ + reφφ′ + 2eφ + 4
)

−

−B
(

−2ξ + 2
(

−r2ξ′′ + r2eφφ′′ + r2eφ (φ′)
2
+ 2reφφ′ + eφ + 2

)

+ rξ′ (rφ′ − 4)
)

= 0 , (20)

rA′
(

−2ξ − rξ′ + reφφ′ + 2eφ + 4
)

−
−A

(

2B
(

−ξ + eφ + 2
)

+ 2ξ + r2ξ′φ′ + 4rξ′ − 4reφφ′ − 2eφ − 4
)

= 0 , (21)

A2
(

−4B2eφ + rB′
(

rξ′ − 4eφ
)

+B
(

−2r2ξ′′ − 4rξ′ + 4eφ
))

+ Br2
(

−eφ
)

(A′)
2
+

+Ar
(

B
(

2reφA′′ +A′
(

4eφ − rξ′
))

− reφA′B′
)

= 0 , (22)

A2
(

−4B2 − rB′ (rφ′ + 4) + 2B
(

r2φ′′ + 2rφ′ + 2
))

+B
(

−r2
)

(A′)
2
+

+Ar (B (2rA′′ +A′ (rφ′ + 4))− rA′B′) = 0 . (23)

Plugging the perturbations (19a)-(19d) into the above
Eqs. (20)-(23), we obtain three systems of four equations,
one for each order, O(2), O(4) and O(6). Since B is

calculated up to order O(4), in the last system, one of the
equations will be a constraint to fix arbitrary integration
constants. The solutions have the form
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A(r) = 1− 2GNMφc

c2r
+

G2
NM2

c4r2

[

14

9
φ2
c +

18rξ − 11rφ
6rξrφ

r

]

− G3
NM3

c6r3





50rξ − 7rφ
12rξrφ

φcr +
16φ3

c

27
−

r2
(

2r2ξ − r2φ

)

r2ξr
2
φ



 ,

(24a)

B(r) = 1 +
2GNMφc

3c2r
+

G2
NM2

c4r2

[

2φ2
c

9
+

(

3

2rξ
− 1

rφ

)

r

]

, (24b)

φ(r) =
4GNMφc

3c2r
− G2

NM2

c4r2

[(

11

6rξ
+

1

rφ

)

r − 2φ2
c

9

]

− G3
NM3

c6r3

[

r2

r2φ
−
(

25

12rξ
− 7

6rφ

)

φcr −
4φ3

c

81

]

, (24c)

ξ(r) = 1 +
G2

NM2

c4r2

[

2φ2
c

3
−
(

13

6rξ
− 1

rφ

)

r

]

+
G3

NM3

c6r3

[

20φ3
c

27
−
(

1

r2ξ
− 1

r2φ

)

r2 −
(

131

36rξ
+

1

6rφ

)

φcr

]

. (24d)

Here φc is a dimensionless constant and thus the effective
gravitational coupling is Geff = GNφc. Moreover, we see
that two new length scales arise in the O(4) order. These
are related to the two scalar degrees of freedom, φ and
ξ and thus to the non-localities. They are denoted as rφ
and rξ respectively.

V. SIMULATED ORBITS OF S2 STAR IN

NON-LOCAL GRAVITY POTENTIAL

In order to constrain the free parameters, φc, rφ and
rξ we have to consider the orbit of S2 star around the
Galactic centre and fit them to astronomic observations
by NTT/VLT. To do this we will need from the previous
results the gravitational potential of the g00 component
of the metric, i.e. A(r), (24a). Following the expansion
(19a), we identify

Φ(2)(r) = −2GNM

r
φc , (25)

Φ(4)(r) =
G2

NM2

r2

[

14

9
φ2
c +

18rξ − 11rφ
6rξrφ

r

]

, (26)

Φ(6)(r) =
G3

NM3

r3

[

7rφ − 50rξ
12rξrφ

φcr −
16φ3

c

27
+

2r2ξ − r2φ
r2ξr

2
φ

r2

]

(27)

We want to determine the free parameters of the theory,
φc, rφ and rξ. We take specific values for φc = 1 (in order
to obtain the Newtonian limit), and fix the parameter
space of the other two.
Our aim is to determine these parameters using astro-

metric observations of S2 star orbit. In order to constrain
parameters rφ and rξ by astronomical observations, we
performed two-body simulations in non-local gravity po-
tential

ṙ = v, µr̈ = −▽UNL (r) , (28)

where µ = M ·mS/(M +mS) is the reduced mass in the
two-body problem.

The positions of the S2 star along its true orbit are
calculated at the observed epochs using two-body simu-
lations in the non-local gravity potential, assuming that
distance to the S2 star is d = 8.3 kpc and mass of cen-
tral black hole MBH=4.3 ×106M⊙ [45]. In order to
compare them with observed positions we have to cal-
culate the corresponding apparent orbits (x, y) [55]. The
mass MBH of central object can be obtained indepen-
dently using different observational techniques, such as
e.g. virial analysis of the ionized gas in the central par-
sec [69], M − σ (mass - bulge velocity dispersion), the
relationship for the Milky Way [70], or from orbits of S-
stars [45, 48]. In the latter case, the mass of the SMBH
was estimated using 2-body and N-body Keplerian and
general relativistic orbit models (see [50]). Inspite the
fact that relativistic 2-body models resulted with slightly
bigger values for both MBH and d, it was not possible
to obtain the stastistically significant difference between
these estimates, nor to detect any of the leading-order
relativistic effects [50]. Similarly, it would be also the
case with mass estimates obtained by our 2-body simula-
tions in non-local gravity. Therefore, in our simulations
we used the statistically most significant estimates ob-
tained from combined Keplerian orbit fit of 17 S-stars,
which were also in agreement with a corresponding re-
sults determined from the statistical cluster parallax (see
[50]). Since our goal was not to make a new estimate
of mass MBH using non-local gravity, but instead study-
ing the possible deviations from Keplerian orbit of S2
star (which could indicate signatures for non-local grav-
ity on these scales), we adopted the above estimates for
the mass of central object (MBH = 4.3×106M⊙), as well
as the distance to the S2 star given by [45, 48] (d = 8.3
kpc), and constrained only the remaining two free param-
eters of non-local gravity potential (rφ, rξ). One should
also note that slightly different masses would effect the
values of precession angle but not significantly.

We vary the parameters rφ and rξ over some intervals,
and search for those solutions which for the simulated
orbits in non-local gravity give at least the same (χ2 =
1.89) or better fits (χ2 < 1.89) than the Keplerian orbits.
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We are simulating orbit of S2 star in the non-local
gravity potential by numerical integration of equations
of motion. We perform fitting using LMDIF1 routine
from MINPACK-1 Fortran 77 library which solves the
nonlinear least squares problems by a modification of
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [55, 63], according to
the following procedure:

1. We start the first iteration using a guess of initial
position (x0, y0) and velocity (ẋ0, ẏ0) of S2 star in
the orbital plane (true orbit) at the epoch of the
first observation;

2. the true positions (xi, yi) and velocities (ẋi, ẏi)
at all successive observed epochs are then calcu-
lated by numerical integration of equations of mo-
tion, and projected into the corresponding posi-
tions (xc

i , y
c
i ) in the observed plane (apparent or-

bit);

3. in order to obtain discrepancy between the simu-
lated and observed apparent orbit, we estimate the
reduced χ2:

χ2 =
1

2N − ν

N
∑

i=1

[

(

xo
i − xc

i

σxi

)2

+

(

yoi − yci
σyi

)2
]

, (29)

where (xo
i , y

o
i ) and (xc

i , y
c
i ) are the corresponding

observed and calculated apparent positions, N is
the number of observations, ν is number of initial
conditions (in our case ν = 4), σxi and σyi are
uncertainties of observed positions;

4. the new initial conditions are estimated by the fit-
ting routine and the steps 2-3 are repeated until the
fit is converging, i.e. until the minimum of reduced
χ2 is achieved.

For more detailed description about fitting procedure
and numerics see in papers [55, 63].

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 1 - 2 we presented the maps of the reduced χ2

over the rφ − rξ parameter space for all simulated orbits
of S2 star which give at least the same or better fits than
the Keplerian orbits. The second term of the RHS in Eq.
(27) has a inverse r term, namely r−2 × r = r−1. This
term can potentially make a large deviation from the Ke-
plerian orbit. A point is that the coefficient of this term
is proportional to 18rξ− 11rφ. Therefore, the (probably)
dominant deviation vanishes (and the χ2 is thus small),
if rφ = (18/11)rξ. This is exactly corresponding to the
dark region (small χ2) in Figure 1. For more extended
parameter space (see Figure 2), values of χ2 is almost
nonsensitive on rξ parameter.
As it can be seen from Fig. 1 - Fig. 2, the most

probable value for the scale parameter rφ, in the case of
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The maps of the reduced χ2 over the
rφ − rξ parameter space (in AU) for all simulated orbits of
S2 star which give at least the same or better fits than the
Keplerian orbits (χ2 = 1.89). With a decreasing value of χ2

(better fit) colors in grey scale are darker. A few contours are
presented for specific values of reduced χ2 given in the figure’s
legend.

NTT/VLT data set observations of S2 star, is ≈ 0.1 - 2.5
AU. Moreover, as we see it is not possible to obtain con-
straints for the second length scale, rξ. This is because
this length scale is associated with one of the scalar fields
which is not dynamical, but it only plays an auxiliary role
to localize the original non-local Lagrangian. Thus, it is
obvious that we cannot constrain it.
In order to calculate the orbital precession in non-local

gravity, we assume that the weak field potential does not
differ significantly from the Newtonian potential, i.e. the
perturbing potential:

V (r) = UNL − UN ; is small, where UN = −GM

r
.

(30)
The weak field potential of the non-local gravity reads

UNL =− GNM

r
φc +

G2
NM2

2c2r2

[

14

9
φ2
c +

18rξ − 11rφ
6rξrφ

r

]

+
G3

NM3

2c4r3

[

7rφ − 50rξ
12rξrφ

φcr −
16φ3

c

27
+

2r2ξ − r2φ
r2ξr

2
φ

r2

]

.

(31)

In Fig. 3 we presented precession per orbital period for
rφ − rξ parameter space in the case of non-local gravity
potential. We can notice that for values rφ less then
about ≈ 0.2 AU precession is positive, and for bigger
values is negative. We hope that future more precise
astronomical data will help us to better constrain non-
local gravity parameters.
The particular form of the chosen Lagrangian among

the class of non-local theories of gravity induces the pre-
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FIG. 2: The same like figure 1, but for more extended region of rφ − rξ parameter space.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The precession per orbital period for rφ − rξ parameter space in the case of non-local modified gravity
potential. With a decreasing value of angle of precession colors are darker.

cession of S2 star orbit. Depending of the values of pa-
rameters in the rφ− rξ parameter space, precession of S2
star orbit calculated in non-local gravity can have pos-

itive or negative sign, i.e. the same or the opposite di-
rection with respect to GR. In both cases the pericenter
shift per orbital revolution is on the same order of mag-
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FIG. 4: Comparisons between the orbit of S2 star in New-
tonian gravity (red dashed line) and non-local gravity (blue
solid line) in the observed plane, i.e. apparent orbit. Pa-
rameters of non-local gravity are rφ = 1.2 AU and rξ = 1.1
AU.
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FIG. 5: A fitted orbit in non-local gravity through the follow-
ing (parameters rφ = 1.2 AU and rξ = 1.1 AU ((χ2 = 1.72))
observations of S2 star (denoted by points with error bars)
NTT/VLT (see figure 3 from [48]).

nitude as in GR, which predicts that pericenter of S2 star

should advance by 0◦.18 per orbital revolution [45].
In Figs. 4-6, we use one of the values for best fit pa-

rameters: rφ = 1.2 AU and rξ = 1.1 AU. For this choice
of best fit papameters the value χ2 = 1.72. From Figs.
1-2 it is obvious that there are infinity number of such
parameters where agreement is better than in Keplerian
case (χ2 = 1.89), i. e. it is not possible to obtain reliable
constrains on the parameter rξ. From Fig. 3 (left panel)
we can see that there are areas in the rφ − rξ parameter
space where precession of S2 star orbit calculated in non-
local gravity can have positive or negative sign. In both
cases of precession there are areas where agreement be-
tween non-local gravity and observation is better than in
Keplerian case. It means that one can make even stringer
constrains of parameters rφ and rξ by requiring that pre-
cession must has positive or negative direction (like in
GR or oposite). However, current precision of astromet-
ric observations is not precise enough to definitly resolve
this issue, and thus we give our result without this con-
straint. We choose area in the rφ − rξ parameter space
where precession is negative (opposite of GR) because
in that case agreement with observations is better(χ2 =
1.72) than in case when precession is positive (χ2 = 1.78).
Comparison between the fitted orbit of S2 star in New-

tonian gravity (red dashed line) and non-local gravity
(blue solid line) in the observed plane is presented in
Fig. 4. We can notice that difference between the orbit
of S2 star in Keplerian case and in non-local gravity is
very small.
In Fig. 5 the fitted orbit in non-local gravity through

the NTT/VLT observations of S2 star (denoted by points
with error bars) are presented. The comparisons between
the observed (circles with error bars) and fitted (solid
lines) ∆α and ∆δ coordinates of S2 star in the case of
NTT/VLT observations and non-local gravity potential
are given in Fig. 6. We can see that agreement between
observed and fitted coordinates of S2 star is very good.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Non-local gravity theories are very well motivated from
cosmology, since they give a good explanation in the late-
time acceleration of the Universe, without invoking exotic
forms of matter-energy. However, a theory of gravity
should be valid at all scales and that is why we wanted to
study such theories at smaller scales, i.e. astrophysical.
We considered a theory (1) proposed some years ago

by Deser and Woodard [6], we localized it (3) as was pro-
posed in [20] and we studied its invariance under point-
transformations in a spherically symmetric spacetime.
Surprisingly, we found that the forms of the distortion
function that leave the action invariant are the same with
those in a cosmological minisuperspace [31].
What we did next is, we selected the non-trivial form

for the distortion function, i.e. the exponential f(φ) =
1+ eφ, that reproduces also the correct cosmological dy-
namics and we studied its weak field limit. After veri-
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FIG. 6: The comparisons between the observed (circles with error bars) and fitted (solid lines) coordinates of S2 star for ∆α

(left panel) and ∆δ (right panel) in the case of NTT/VLT observations and non-local gravity potential (parameters rφ = 1.2
AU and rξ = 1.1 AU).

fying that an asymptotically flat background consists a
solution to the theory (3) with constant scalar fields, we
perturbed the Minkowski background to 1/c2 terms up
to third order, i.e. (19a)-(19d). The solutions we found
are the Eqs. (24a)-(24d) and as we see two new-length
scales arose; one for each scalar field.
We would like to confront our results with reality and

specifically to find constraints on the two new length
scales. That is why, we compared our results with the or-
bits of S2 star around the Galactic Center. We obtained
the values for rφ and rξ parameters showing that the S2
star orbit in non-local gravity fits better the astromet-
ric data than Keplerian orbit. The most probable value
for the scale parameter rφ is approximately from 0.1 to
2.5 AU. It is not possible to obtain reliable constrains on
the parameter rξ of non-local gravity using only observed
astrometric data for S2 star because this length scale is
associated with one of the scalar fields which is not dy-
namical, but only plays an auxiliary role to localize the
original non-local Lagrangian.
The precession of S2 star orbit in non-local gravity can

have the same or the opposite direction with respect to
GR, depending on the rφ − rξ parameters, i.e. for values
rφ . 0.2 AU, the precession is positive, and for bigger
values is negative. The obtained orbital precession of the
S2 star in non-local gravity is on the same order of mag-
nitude as in GR; in the future, more precise astronomical
data will help us better constrain the non-local gravity
parameters. However, it is normal to believe that, non-
local effects do not play a significant role at scales com-

parable to the S2 star orbit, i.e. astrophysical scales, but
only at cosmological ones. There could be a screening
effect, or a specific radius (maybe even given by the new
length scale), after which non-local effects would start
becoming significant.

The approach we are proposing can be used to con-
strain different modified gravity models from stellar or-
bits around Galactic centre (see also [64–68]).
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